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Relative Pronouns:  Review 
 

 

Fill in the blanks with WHO, WHOM or WHICH. 

 

1. She is the girl _______________ I saw at the party last night. 

2. The movie _______________ we saw last night was quite good. 

3. Is that the glass _______________ you broke? 

4. _______________ sent that package to Miss David? 

5. The program _______________ I saw last night was very interesting. 

6. Was it Helen _______________ said that she wanted to be a doctor? 

7. The teacher _______________ I like best is gone on vacation. 

8. The young man with _______________ I went to the movie is my nephew. 

9. He is the salesman _______________ sold me those shoes. 

10. The books _______________ we bought were very expensive. 

11. My friend, _______________ is a Spaniard, will be here for three days. 

12. Is this the book _______________ you need? 

13. The tie _______________ I bought for my friend matches his new suit. 

14. Was it George _______________ telephoned you this morning? 

15. To _______________ is Mr. Burke going to send a letter? 

16. It was John for _______________ we had to wait so long. 

17. It is a neighbourhood in _______________ you see many brick houses. 

18. The staff with _______________ he works all comes from the same town. 

19. That is the restaurant in _______________ I met my husband. 
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Complete the following sentences with WHO, WHOM, WHICH, WHOSE, WHERE or THAT.  

Discuss all the possible completions.  Discuss the possibility of omitting the pronoun. 

 
1. People _______________ live in Boston are called Bostonians. 

2. Tina likes the present______________ I gave her for her birthday. 

3. George Washington is the president_____________ picture is on the cover of that magazine. 

4. I like the people with_____________ I work. 

5. Have you seen the movie________________ is playing at the Uptown Theatre? 

6. A plumber is a person______________ can fix a leaky faucet. 

7. Do you know the woman______________ Michael is engaged to? 

8. I have a friend______________ father is a famous artist. 

9. The house __________________ I grew up is over there. 

10. The camera________________ I bought has a zoom lens. 

11.  Students________________ have part-time jobs have to budget their time very carefully. 

12.  The person to_______________ you should send your application is the Director of 

Admissions. 

13.  That’s John Jenkins.  He’s the boy_____________ parents live in England. 

14.  A thermometer is an instrument______________ measures the temperature. 

15. The cinema ___________________ the movie is playing is not far from here. 

16.  A high-strung person is someone_______________ is always nervous. 

17.  The man_________________ I told you about is standing over there. 

18.  Monkeys will eat eggs, grass, fruit, birds, insects, nuts, flowers, leaves, and frogs.  Monkeys 

will eat almost anything______________ they can find. 
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Fill in the blanks with the correct words:  WHO, WHICH, WHERE, WHOM, WHO’S or 

WHOSE. 

 

1. The person _______________ I trust the most is my brother. 

2. _______________ coming to the party tonight? 

3. The movie _______________ we rented last night wasn’t very good. 

4. A lead guitar player is the person ______________ plays the solos in a band. 

5. _______________ yellow book is this? 

6. For _______________ are those flowers? ( ________________ are those flowers for?) 

7. My father,  _______________ favourite hobby is watching fighter jets, will visit the airbase tomorrow. 

8. This is the pool __________________ I learned to swim. 

9. The musician _______________ last weekend was terrible! 

10. The band _______________ we saw last weekend was from my hometown. 

11. The singer _______________ I admire the most is Sting. 

12. Sting, _______________ former band was The Police, is now a solo artist. 

13. My father, _______________ is 56 years old, bought a house in Arizona. 

14. The drummer _______________ playing tonight is amazing. 

15. Was it George _______________ telephoned you this morning? 

16. The person with _______________ I spoke yesterday told me my car was ready. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


